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MATHEMATICS 

SOI~UTIONS OF THJ:i~ EQUATI()N <.)F HJ,~LlVlrIOI"'rl,z 

IN AN ANGI-'I~ *). I. 

BY 

H. A. LAU\VERIER 

(Commt1nicated by Prof. D. VAN DANTZIG at the meeting of J1me 27, 1959) 

I. Introduction 

This is the first of a set of fol1r papers dealing with tl1e p1--oble1n solved 
by VAN DANTZIG in a previot1s pt1blication 1·). The problem is as follows. 
To deter1ni11e a fu11.ct,ion of Green G(·r, <p, ro, q)o) i11 tl1e angle ... 4 which i11 

polar coordinates r ~ <p is given by q:;1 < cp < <p2 satisfyi11g the Helmholtz 
equation 

(I.I) 
()2 0 <)2 

- r 2 G(r, cp, ro, <po) = -roa(i· -ro) o(<p- <po), 

ancl the boundary conditions 

( 1.2) 
oG . oG 

at cp = <JJ.1 

for j= 1 and i 
The oonstants Yi n1ay be 

( 1.3) 

con1plex and it will 

- ½n < I-te y1 < ½n 

be ass11n1ecl tl1at 

We note that r0 1 o(r-·r0 )o(cp-<po) 1"epresents a t"\vo-dimensional point 
source of u1-iit strength -written as a distribution. 111 Cartesian coordi11ates 
x, y we should have ,vritte11 o(x-xo) o(y-yo). We believe tl1.at by tl1e 
use of the formalism of the distributions n1any ,vell-k110,vn properties 
concerning functio11s of Green ca11 be expressed i11 a sl1ort and elega11t way. 

The behaviour of the function of G1·ee11 satisfying ( 1.1) at r0 , <po is 
as follows 

( 1.4) G= -(2n)-1 ln {r2 +r~-2rro cos (cp-<po)}l-t-O(l). 

The problem of Green is a11 essentially no11-homoge11eo11s problem. We 
shall also consider the correspo11ding hon1ogeneous proble111 wl1ere the 
right-hand side of (1.1) is 1·eplaced by zero. There a f11nctio11 F(r, cp) is 
sought satisfying the Helmholtz equatio11 

(I .5) (L1r,.p- l) F(r, cp) =0 

and the boundary conditions (1.2). 

*) Report TW 61 of the Matl1ematical Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands. 
1) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG (1958). 
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Fc)r l>re,ritJr the 11rol:>lem of Green a11d the correspondi11g homogeneo11s 
1)rob.le111 \\;rill be referred to as the G-problen1 a11d the F-problen1 respectively. 

l11 tl1e first paper "-"e shall consider the F-problein and the G-problem 
for the }}Ote11tial equatio11 with tl1e boundary co11ditions (1.2). Next we 
sl1all tr·eat t.l1e special case "'There F and G satisfy a Helmholtz equation 
\vitl1 the bot111dary co11ditions oG/o<p = 0 at cp = cp1. Finally the F-proble1n 
ir1 tl1e ge11e1"al case will be considered. 

Ir1 the second paper we sl1all treat the G-problem in the general case. 
Two ,vays of solt1tion will be presented each having its own merits Tl1e 
first 1,vay is a co11densed version of Van Dantzig's method who has solved 
tl1is problem in the paper cited above. Tl1e second way is a11 original 
ont~ wl1ich has bee11 obtained almost at the sa1ne time as Van Dantzig's 
soll1tion. 

111 tl1e thi.rd paper the half-plane case will be studied. Although the 
solt1tio11 can be obtiai_ned by specialization from the solution of the general 

• 
case a sin1ple arid straight-forward 1nethod of solutio11. will be given 
which rests essentially upon a reduction to a problem of the Wiener
Hopf type. 

I11 the fourth paper a generalization of the G- and F-problem wjl] be 
considered. There a term with G or F will be added to the boundary 
conditions (1.2). 

The physical applications include the three-dimensional progressive 
waves on a slopir1g beach 2) and the long waves in a rotating angular bay 
due to a windfield. In this and the following papers we shall use the nota
tio11 by VAN DANTZIG in his pap.er with some minor modifications. In 
particular we shall write 0 = <p2 - pi, and v = n / (J. 

2. A potential problem 

In this section the problen1 of the preceding section ·w·ill be solved for 
La1)lace's equation instead of Helmholtz' equation. The F-problem will 
be co11si.dered first. We have 

(2. l) 

(2.2) cos 

for j= I and i=2. 

LlF=O 

oF . oF 
0 y j O(f) - r SID y 1 or = 

Let 11s take tl1e trial solutior1 

(2.3) 

,vl1e1·e A, B and A are constants. 
St1bstitutio11 of (2.3) in (2.2) gives for j = I, 2 

at cp = <p.,i 

(2.4) l{A exp i(y1+l<p1)-B exp-i(yj+).cp1)}=0. 

2
) Cf. A. S. PETERS (1952) and H. A. L~t\UWERIER (1959). 
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Elimination of A and B gives either A -- O or 

(2.5) 0A y1- 112+mn, 

where m is an intege1". Fro111 (2.3) ,ve obtair1 tl1e solutio11 

(2.6) F(r, rp) = r;· cos {l( cp - cp1) -y1}. 

From (2.5) a11cl (2.6) a set of solutior1s is obtai11ed whicl1, ,vitl1 tl1e exception, 
of course, of F = consta11t are infinite either at r = oo or at 1· = O. 

In the special case y1 = y2 = y a second solutio11 can be obtained by 
formal differentiation of (2.6) with respect to A and letti11g ;., >· 0. 111 

this way we obtain the set of solutions 

(2.7) 1, (cosy)lnr-'t-cpsiny, rmv cos {mv(cp-cp1 )-y} 

where m=±l, ±2, .... 
We next consider the G-problem. A particular sol11tion may be derived 
systematically in the following way .. Let us assl11ne for the n1oment that 
y1 and y2 are real. Then G can be considered as tl·1e real part of an analytic 
function 

(2.8) G= Re </>(z), 

where z = re1q,. By means of the conforinal tra11sfor111atio11 e-1vq;,1 z" > z 
the sector rp1 < cp < <p2 can be mapped upon the upper l1alfplane O < <p < n. 
There the problem reduces to that of finding an analytic function cp(z) 
for which 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Im 

Im 

e1r1 d </> 
dz 

• d<J, 
eIY:11 -,--

dz 

=0 at y 0, X > 0, 

=0 at y = 0, X < 0, 

and for whicl1 at z = zo 

(2.11) <p(z) = - (2n)-1 ln (z- zo) + 0( 1). 

Tl1.is problem ca11 be solved by mea11s of the i11cor111)lete Beta-fur1ction 

(2.12) lJl(z,µ) = 
0 

where Re µ > 0. Some properties of this functio11 follow below 

( 2.13) 

(2.14) 

P(z, µ) =µ-1 zµ F(µ, 1; µ+I; z), 

oo zµ+k 
lJl(z,µ) = L k' lzl < 1. 

lc=O µ + 
If 0< Reµ< 1 we have 

(2.15) P(z, µ) = P(z-1 , l -µ) +n cosec µn • exp {iµn sg11 (arg z)}, 

and 

(2.16) P(z, µ) 
oo zµ-k } 2 -- + n cosec µn • exp {i µ:re sg11 (arg z) 

k=l k-µ 

for I zj > 1. 
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If ir1 tl1t~ fi1·st place y1 = '}'2 = r' we see that by taking 

def, 
= dz 

e-iY 
-

2n 

eiY 0 -iy 

--+ -z-zo z-zo 

a sol11t,io11 of (2.9) and (2.10) is obtai11ed which also satisfies (2.11 ). By 
i11tegratio11 we ol)tai11 tl1e 1)articula1" solution 

( 2.17) cf> (z) -
z 

1- -
Zo 

• 

The Green's functio11 following from this is finite at r = 0 but diverges 
as In rat i11fi11ity. The solutions (2. 7) of the F-problem show that in this 
case the1·e is no Gree11's ft111ction which is bounded both at r = 0 and 
r __ co. The explicit form of the Green's function is easily obtained by 
applyi11g tl1e i11verse transformation z > z" exp-iv<p1 and by taking the 
rea.l part viz. 

I rv 
G (r, rp, ro, <po) = - 4n ln 1- -rv exp iv (<p -cpo) + 

0 

r" 
(2.18) < +In 1- exp-iv (<p -<po) 

1·"' 
0 

+e- 2iYJn I : exp iv (tp+<po-2<p1) + 
ro 

. r" + e21Y In 1 - exp-iv (cp + <po - 2q,1) • 
To 

If in the second place y1 =I= y2 we see that by taking 

(2.19) 
def, 

= dz 
I (z/zo)lv + _21,,

1 
(z/zo);.,,, 

2 e - ' n z-zo z-zo 

where A is given by (2.5) a solution of (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) is obtained. 
It is possible to choose the integer m in (2.5) in such a way that the 
resulting Green's function is bounded at r O and r = ex:>. This special 
choice will be made by defi11ing the co11stant µ in the following way 

µ=n- 1(y1-y2) for y1 >y2, 

µ=l-n-1(y2-y1) for r1 <y2. 
(2.20) 

Then it follows from (2.19) by integration that we may take 

(2.21) 2n ~ (z) lJI z µ + 8 -2iY1 1Tr z 
1jl zo' r zo'µ. 

The explicit form of the Green's function is 

G rv 
(r,rp,ro,cpo) = nlJI - exp iv (<p-cpo), µ + 

t"o 
(2.22) 

0 

+ ne21
Y1 1P : exp-iv (<p + <po - 2cp1), µ . 

\ ro 

Since O < µ < I this Green's function vanishes at r = 0 and has a limit at 
r · ➔ ex:>. From (2.16) it follows that 

lim G= ½ cosec µn{cos µn+ cos (2y1 -µn)}= 
'I'~ (2.23) 

= cos y1 cos y2 cosec ( y1 -y2). 
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If this limit is subtracted from the right-ha11d side of (i.22) a Green's 
function is obtained which vanishes at r = CX) a11d has a lin1it at r >- 0. 
From (2.14) and (2.16) expansions of G can be derived in tl1e r1eigl1bourhood 
of r = 0 or for r > c,o_ 

There is no difficulty in extendi11g the rest1lts found above for con1plex 
values of y1 and y2. 

3. The case y1=y2=0 

The F-problem reduces in this case to 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

for j=l and j 2. 

oF 
ocp 

(L1 -l)F 0 

0 at <p cp1 

The F-functions can be found by separating the variables in (3.1). 
Without difficulty the following set is obtained 

Fm(r, <p) Kmv(r) cos mv (<p-<p1), 

F":n(r, <p) =Im,,(r) cos mv (<p-rp1), 
(3.3) 

where m =0, I, 2, ... 
Next we consider the G-problem. In the full plane "\Vhere boundary 

conditions are absent Gree11's standard function is 

(3.4) G (r, rp, ro, cpo) = - -<po)). 

For the moment this function will be written in the abbreviated 11otation 
K(<po). Then by applying the well-known principle of reflectio11 Green's 
function in the case() n/ni where mis a positive integer, may be written as 

m-1 

(3.5) G(r,cp,ro,cpo) = 1 {K(<po+2jn/m)+K(-rpo+2jn/m)}. 
i=O 

For arbitrary values of () the following result l1as beer1 found 

(3.6) G(r, <p, ro, cpo) 

l 00 

20-1 2* 
m-=O 

00 

'-9'Y.,,(r) Irri.v (ro) cos mv (<p -<p1) cos mv(<po -<p1) 

for r > ro 

20-1 !* ~,,(r) Km,,(ro) cos mv(<p-<p1) cos mY(<po-<p1) 
m-o ~ 1or r < ro. 

The asterisk of the summation sign indicates that to the term with rn = 0 

a factor ½ has to be added. 
We shall verify (3.6) by direct substitution in (3.1) by n1aking use of 

the formalism of the theory of distributions. If the symbol t(x) denotes 
the function which vanishes for negative values of the argument and 

equals I for xzO, we write 
00 

G -- 2()-l L* {Km (r) Im,,(ro) t (r -ro) + Inw (r) (ro) i(ro-r)}· 
m-0 • cos mv ( <p - <p1) cos mv ( <po - <p1). 
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By taki11g ,veak derivatives ,ve obtai11 i11deed 
00 

(L1 - I) G 20-1 I* {K:nv (ro) Imv (ro) -i:n., (ro) Kmv (ro)} O (r-ro) · 

• cos mv ( <p - cp1) cos mv ( cpo - cp1) 
00 

- ro 1 0 (r-ro) . 20-1 1* cos mv (<p- cp1) cos m v(<po-<p1) = 
m=O 

= - To 1 ~ (r-ro) 0 (<p- <po). 

A systen1atic but rather lengthy derivatio11 of the 1--esult (3.6) will be 
given i11 tl1e second paper of this series. 

If in particular we take cpo=cp1 0 and rp2=n from (3.5) and (3.6) two 
equivalent expressions are obtained giving 

00 

2 I* Km(r) Im(ro) cos mcp, r > ro, 

(3. 7) Ko ( Vr2 + r~ - 2rro cos <p) 
m=O 

00 

2 .z* Im(r) Km(ro) cos mcp, r < ro. 
m=O 

This is tl1e ,vell-k11own addition formula for the modified Bessel functions. 
If in (3.6) the cosines are replaced by sines Green's function with the 

boundary conditions 

(3.8) G=O for cp= <pJ 

is obtained. 
Green's function (3.6) is finite at r= 0 and vanishes exponentially at 

i11fi11ity. We note that at r = 0 

(3.9) G(O, cp, ro, <po)= 0-1 Ko(ro). 

4. A functional relation 

In this section we derive some properties of Van Dantzig's auxiliary 
functior1 e(z, y) 3). They will be used in the following sections in the 
treatn1e11t of the general case of section 1. This function satisfies the 
ft1nctional relation 

( 4.1) e(z+i0, y) 
e(z-i0, y) = 

ch (z+iy) 
ch (z-iy)' 

is eve11 in z, and is normalized by e(O, y) = 1. 

Assuming that d/dz In e(z, y) can be represented as a sine transform 
we put 

(4.2) 
00 

e'(z, y)/e(z, y) J sin tz 'lf)(t)dt. 
0 

Logarithmic differentiation of ( 4.1) gives 

e'(z + i0, y)/e(z + i0, y)-e'(z-i0, y)/e(z-i6, y) =th(z+ iy)-th(z-iy). 

3 ) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG I.e. section 6 . 
• 
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By substitution of (4.2) we obtain 
00 

(4.3) 2i f cos tz sh 0t 1P(t)dt=th(z+iy)-1-th(-z+iy). 
0 

The inversion of (4.3) can be performed without (lifficulty. 011e fi11dH 
easily 

(4.4) 1Jl (t) 
shyt 

sh0t sh ½nt 

so that with the proper normalization it follows f1--om ( 4.2) a11d ( 4.4) tl1at 
00 

(4.5) e(z,y)=exp ½ 1-costz sbyt dt 
t sh0t sh ½nt · 

-00 

This solution of ( 4.1) was obtained by VAN DANTZIG i11 a di:ffere11t way. 
This expression co11verges for !Im zl <0 + ½n-jRe y(. 

The analytic conti11uation of e(z, y) ca11 be found by expansio11 into 
an infinite product. We shall use the followi11g well-know11 Laplace 
transform 

00 

(4.6) 1 - cos at dt 1 In e-Pt = 9" t .. 
0 

From (4.5) we can derive 

e(z,y)=exp 2 

where 
0 

00 

1-

m.n 

a2 
1 + 2 • p 

S = (2m + 1)0 + (2n + l)½n, 

and where m and n run through the non-negative integers. 
of ( 4.6) gives 4) 

(4.7) e(z,y) = 
m.n 

z2 
I+ (S-y)2 

z2 
I+ (S+y)2 

-1 

• 

Application 

Hence e(z, y) is a meromorphic function with the following poles and zeros 

(4.8) poles z= ± i{(2m+ 1)0+ (2n+ I)½n+y} 

(4.9) zeros, z= ± i{(2m+ 1)0+(2n+ I)½n-y}. 

Either from (4.5) or from (4.7) we can derive the eleme11tary cases 

(4.10) e(z, ½n) =ch ½vz 

and 

( 4.11) e(z, 0) = ch z. 

Furthermore it is obvious that 

(4.12) e(z, -y) = {e(z, y)}-1. 

4) Ibid. cf. formula (6.11) and (6.17). 
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~"r~c>iti ( 4.5) (>r f1·or11 ( 4. 7) also the following f1111ctional relation can be 

(4.13) 
' 

e(z+½ni, y) 
e(z-!ni, y) 

ch(½v(z+iy)) 
ch(½v(z-iy)) · 

Ir1 l1 sin1i]ar way it can be IJroved that 

(4.14) 
e(z-i8,y) O h( • ) = C Z-Iy , 
e (z, y- 0) 

wl1t~rt.~ C=C(0, ,,) is i11depe11de11t of z. 
An alterr1ative ex1)1·essio11 for e(z, y) can be derived in the following 

way. 'l,l1e inve1·sior1 of (4.2) may be written as 
00 

sl1 ()t tp(t)=(.ni)-1 J cos tu{th(u+iy)+th(-u+iy)}du. 
0 

If this is substituted in ( 4.2) we obtain 
00 00 

e' (z, y)/e (z, y) 
1 

• .n1 
{ th (u+iy) + th (-u+ iy)} du 

. cos ut 
srn zt sh Bt dt. 

0 0 

111 ,riew of ERD ELYI et al. Integral transforms I formula I. 9. 53 this becomes 
00 

e' (z, y) /e (z, y) 
I 

28i 
. shvz d {th(u+iy)+th(-u+1y)} h + h u. 

C VU C VZ 
0 

By partial i11tegratio11 it follows that 
00 

In e (z, y) = 
2:n:i C U-ly 

0 
00 

= tin(l+chvz) - v 
n 2:ni "' 

In l+exp 2(u+iy) shvu d + 
l+exp-2(u-iy) chvu+chvz U 

0 

so that 
+ constant, 

00 

(4.16) e(z,y) 0 (1 + chvz)Yfn exp v In l+exp-2(u+iy) shvu d 
2 ni 1 +exp - 2 ( u - iy) ch vu+ ch vz u ' 

whe1·e O is a constant. 
0 

From ( 4.15) one can derive without difficulty that for Re z > oo 5) 

·in e(z, y) =.n-1y ln ch vz+Oo+O(e-vz) for v< 2, 
( 4. I 6) 

5. The F-problem 

+O(e-2z) for v> 2, 

+ O(ze-2z) for ,,,, = 2. 

In tl1is section the F-problem of section 1 · be considered for arbitrary 
~omplex val11es of y1 and y2. We shall follow Van Dantzig's method 6) 
1n a somewl1at generalized version. 

5 ) Ibid. cf. formula {3.10) and (6.19). 
6

) Cf. D. v AN DANTZIG, l.c. section 2. 
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The results of section 3 suggest that there exists a class of solutions 
F(r, <p) which vanish at infinity at least as rapidly as exp (-er) where 
c is a positive constant. 

Let F(r, cp) be such a function and let r=O be a possibly singl1lar point. 
Then we n1ay form its generalized cosine transform 7) 

(5.1) 

Its inversion is 

(5.2) 

00 

lJl(s, cp) =n-1 f cos rs F(r, <p) dr. 
0 

00 

F(r, cp) = J cos rs P(s, cp) ds. 
-oo 

This formula can be brought in the form 

(5.3) 

where 

00 

F(r, <p) = f cos (r sh u) U(u, <p) du, 
-oo 

U(u, <p) = ch u P(sh u, <p). 

By partial integration it can be proved that 8 ) 

(5.4) 

Hence U(u, cp) is a harmonic function and we may put 

(5.5) U(u, <p) = ½{/(u + i<p) + f(-u + icp) }, 

where f(w) is an analytic function of its complex argument w. By sub
stitution of (5.5) in (5.3) we obtain 

00 

(5.6) F(r, cp) ½J cos (rshu){/(u+i<p)+/(-u+icp)}du. 
-oo 

If inversely in (5.6) the function /(w) is analytic and if for u ), ± 0i0 

we have /(u+iq;) O(lulc) for some real c then the right-hand side of (5.6) 
is a regular solution of the Helmholtz equation in the angle <p1 ~ <p s <p2 

with the possible exception of r = 0. 
If upon (5.6) the boundary conditions (1.5) are applied we obtain after 

elementary reductions for j= 1 and i= 2 

00 

(5.7) f cos (rshu){ch{u-iy1)/'(u+icp3)-ch(u+iy1)/(-u+i<p1)}du 0. 
-00 

This is true if 

(5.8) 

In the special case y1 =0, y2 =y the relations (5.8) reduce to the functional 

equations 

(5.9) /(u) = f(-u), 
I (u +i0) oh (u +iy) 

= f (u-iB) ch (u-iy) · 

7) Cf. M. J. LIOATHI"fJ, (1958). 
S) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG, I.e. Theorem 1. 
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I11 tl1e IJ1·evi<)11s section we l1ave seen that tl1e system ( 5.9) has the parti
cular· soll1t.ior1 (;('ll, y) arid the ge11eral solution e(u, y) ch mvu (m= 0, I, 2, ... ). 
Iti is 110w easily see11 that ( 5.8) has the general solution 

( 5. l 0) f (u) = e (u-1p2, y1) 

Th{~ g(~ne1""alizatio11 i11 comparison with Van Dantzig's paper co1-isists of 
tl1e factor cl1(1mv{ u - iq,1 )) n1ade possible by the fact that we released the 
cor1ditions at r = 0 and r = ex:>. 

If the right-hand side of (5.10) is denoted by <pm(u) where <po and <p 
are equivalent notations, then we have obtained the following class of 
regular solutio11s 

00 

( 5.11) Fm(r, <p) = f cos (rshu)</>m(u+icp) du. 
-00 

Si11ce <pm(w) is holon1orphic in the strip <p1 < In1 w < cp2 the solutions Fm 
are regular with the possible exceptio11 of r = 0. According to the results 
of the previous section we have for complex w the asymptotic behaviour 

( 5.12) 1114>(,w)=0-1(y2-y1) In chw+O(l), Rew > ± oo. 

Hence it follows that for r ➔· O 

F(r, <p) finite 
( 5.13) F(r, <p) =0 In r +O(l), 

F(r, cp) =Or&-1
<Y1 -12>(1+o(l)), 

where O is a constant. For m > I we have the general result that for r >- O 

(5.14) ln F ( r, <p) = - 0-1 ( y2 - y1 + mn) In r + 0( I). 

By way of illustration we shall consider the special case y1 = y 2 = O. In 
this case the solution is well-known viz. 

F m(r, <p) Kmv(r) cos (mv(cp- cp1)). 

1P (s, cp) <p1)). 

F11rther by putting s = sh u 

and 
U(u, cp)=(2n)-1 sec ½mvn ch mvu cos (mv(cp-<p1 )) 

f(w) = (2n)-1 sec ½mPn ch (mv(w-i<p1)). 

factor only. 
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( 4. 9) it follows tl1at1 cp( iv) l1as tl-1e fallowing poles 

w = i { <p1 ± ( ni0 + ½ nn +- 1,2)} 

w = i{<p2 ± (ni0 + ½nn -y1) }, 

w = i{<p1 ± (1n0 +- inn -y2)} 

w = i{<p2 ± (rn0 + ½nn ➔-y1) }, 

whe1--e m and n are odd nat11ral nun1be1~s. 
He11ce the r·epresentation ( 5.11) gives not only the solution i11 tl1e 

angle cp1 < rp ~ cp2 but also its contin11atio11 in the ,vide1· angle 

max(rp1 - ½.n + y1,2rp1 -cp2 -l-n-y2) < <p < r11in(cp2 + ½n + y2,2<p2 -cp1 -t- ½n -y1). 

In some cases the soll1tion exists ir1 a still wider angle. We note t,he t1·ivial 
case y1 = y2 = 0 with cp(w) == 1. Another case is the followi11g 011e 

YI + <pl = y2 + <p2 = ')I 

In this case cp(1n) r·edt1ces to a11 eleme11tary expression since 110w a set 
of poles is neutralized by cor1·espor1di11g zeros. According tio ( 4.14) <f,(w) 
is equivalent to 

( 5.15) <p(1.v) =sech (w-iy). 

By s11bstitution of this expression in ( 5.11) it ca11 easily be sl1own by 
means of the calculus of residues that 

( 5.16) F(r, cp)=n exp (-r !cos(cp-y)j). 

Let 11s assume for the mon1ent that y _is real. Tl1en ( 5.16) gives the 
required solution in the angle cp1 ~ cp:::::;; cp2 and its analytic conti11uation 
in the halfplane y - ½n < cp < ?-' -1- ½n. At the bou11daries cp = y ± ½.n the 
factor cos ( cp -y) changes sign so that ar1alytic co11tir1uat·io11 across thes.e 
boundaries gives a solution which is no lo11ger bounded at infir1ity. 
Formula (5.16) gives in virtue of the absolute sig11 a 11011-ar1alytic con
tinuation i.e. a solution with a disconti11uo11s derivative at <p =y ± ½n. 
The state of affairs is illustrated belo,v i11 fig111·e 1. 

In the general case with arbitrary (), y1 and y2 wt~ l1a ve a sirr1ilar behaviour 
Formula (5.11) with m=O gives the required solution i11 a11 a11gle which 
is determined by the ''nearest'' poles of ¢,(,w). Ar1alytic continuatio11 
outside this a11gle yields a solutio11 w11ich does not vanish at infi11ity. 
However, form11la ( 5.11) gives a no11-ar1alytic continuatio11 for all <:p 

values for which the integrand has no poles. At the lines cp <:p11 for whicl1 
there are poles the solution has a discontin11ous deri.vative. These lines 
can be interpreted as lines of logarithmic sources. 

A typical case with real y1 and y2 is illust,rated i11 figl1re 2. 
We next consider the important ca.'3e ,vhere 0, y1 a11d 112 are subjected 

to the fallowing inequalities 

(5.17) ½n<0<n, Re y1 <0-½n, Rt~ y2 > !:re - (). 
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0 
<p = cp1 

YI ., "~ y 

<p -- y-½n 

Fig. l 

<pl 

Fig. 2 

In this case the solution and its analytic conti11uation exist at least in 
& h&lfplane viz. in the angle 

(5.18) r.p1-½n+ Re y1 < cp<rp2 + ½n+ Re y2. 

For·111ula ( 5.11) ,still with m 0, can now be written as follows 

½ I e-roo <~-1fll>4> (w- ½m)dw+ ½ J e-roh<w-i<p)<p (w+ ½ni) dw, 
L1 La 

where L1 .is the l1orizontal path In1 1v -- ½n + rp a11d L2 the horizontal 
path I1:r1 u, · }·n + cp. 

• 
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The two lines of integr·ation can be replaced by a single one by shifting 
L1 downwards and L2 llpwards. In this way we obtain 

oo +ic 
( 5.19) F (r, cp) = ½ J e-rehcw-iq,> {4> (w-½ni) + 4> (w+ ½ni)} dw, 

- oo +ic 

where c is subjected to the i11equality 

cp1 + Re y1 < c< cp2+ Re y2. 

We note that no poles of ¢, are passed when L 1 and L 2 are shifted in 
this way. 

The combination </J(iv-½ni)+</>(w+½ni) is important enough to give 
it a special notation. We shall define 

{5.20) H(w) = ½{</>(w-½ni) + </J(w+ ½ni)}. 

By means of (5.10) and (4.13) it can be derived that 

(5.21) -½ni). 

Hence -it follows that the poles and zeros are as follows 

poles 

zeros 

w i{p1 +y1-2m0-nn} 
w=i{cp2+y2 + 2m0+nn} 
w =i{<p1-y2 -(2m + 1)0-nn} 

w= i{<p2-y1 + (21n+ 1)0+nn}, 

w=i{cp1 + y1 + (2m + 2)0+ (n+ l)n} 

w=i{<p2+ y2-(2m + 2)0- (n+ l)n} 

w =i{q;1-r2 + (2m+ 1)0 + (n+ I)n} 
w=i{q;2-y1-(2m+ 1)0- (n+ l)n} 

W=i{<p1±m0}, 

where m, n are non-negative integers. 
We note that H(w) satisfies the functional relations 

(5.22) sh(w-iy1)H(i<p1 +w) = sh(w+ iy1)H(i<p;-w). 

The higher solutions with m~ I can be reduced in a similar way. An 
equivalent set of solutions is 

oo+ic 
(5.23) Fm(r, q;) =½ J exp (-r ch(w-irp)) chmv(w-icp1)H(w) dw. 

-oo+ic 

In the special case y1 = y2 = 0 the solution H(w) = 1 of (5.22) gives at once 

Fm(r, <p) .. (r) cos mv(<p-<p1). 

The results of section 3 suggest that tl1ere exists a second class of 
solutions which are finite (or e.g. zero) at r O and which are infinite as 
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r .. >- c,o. Ir1 the gene1~a1 case sucl1 solutions can be co11strt1cted i1~ the 

following way 

( 5.24} F! (r, cp) -amv (w-i<p1)} H(w) dw, 
L 

whe1·e L is a contour consisting of two parts as shown below. In each 

so that no poles of H(w) a1·e enclosed. We may assume that 

I Re wl > 1nax {I Im y1I, I Im r2I }. 
Furthe1· a= sgn Re w. 

------------------------½n+~ 

- ----------------------- -*n +cp .. 
Fig. 3 

It can easily be verified that (5.24) has the required properties. By way 
of illustration we again consider the case y1 = y2 = 0. I·n tl1is case we have 
tl1e well-known integral representation of Iµ(x) ,vith µ > 0 

(5.25) I em chw-µw dw, 

where L+ is the r·ight-hand part of the contour L (with cp= 0) .. Taking 
again H(w) :::::::: 1 formula ( 5.24) gives at once 

F!(r, <p) Im,,(r) cos (mv(cp- <p1)). 

It is obvious that by ( 5.24) a solution is given for all values of cp1 , cp2, 

y1 and y2 and that it ca11 be continued for all values of cp. 
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